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How well are you taking care of yourself?
Though not an exhaustive list, this assessment will give you an idea of how well you’re taking care of yourself. Once finished, your total scores in each area will show you where you need to improve the most - - and where you’re doing well. Your final score will help you see where you’re at overall in taking care of yourself. 

Please, if certain phrases don’t feel right to you, feel free to change them to better fit your unique perspective. You can also add lines, keeping in mind that the possible totals will change.

Score each of the following areas as follows:
3 – I do this often
2 – I sometimes do this
1 – I rarely do this
0 – I never do this

My psychology and emotions:
____ Read for enjoyment (rather than work or study)
____ Do, see, learn and participate in new enjoyable things 
____ Allow time for reflection away from phones and Internet
____ Spend time in nature (in a garden or other natural setting)
____ Allow myself to cry
____ Forgive myself
____ Find activities, movies, books, friends that make me laugh
____ Recognize my strengths, wins, and forward momentum (no matter how small)
____ Make time for relatives, my children, my spouse, and others who are important to me
____ Hear, take note of, and reshape my inner dialogue
____ Express myself, including saying “no” when I really want to

Total Score, psychology and emotions: ________

My Body and Physical Health:
____ Get enough sleep
____ Eat healthy foods regularly
____ Exercise
____ Attend to my hair care/styling regularly
____ Care for my nails
____ Take time off to recover when sick
____ Attend to hygiene regularly
____ Care for my sexual needs
____ Get routine preventive medical/dental care
____ Seek treatment or otherwise attend to pain, other health conditions
____ Wear clothes that I feel good in

Total Score, body and physical health: ________



Spiritual self-care:

____ Find and participate in an uplifting spiritual community 
____ Pray and/or worship
____ Reflect on what is meaningful to me
____ Seek and benefit from inspirational people, writings, music
____ Hum or sing
____ Accept and allow myself not to know the answer 
____ Seek out and recognize moments of awe (a waterfall, a life well-lived. . . .)
____ Forgive myself
____ Forgive others
____ Meditate
____ Reflect on what I am grateful for

Total Score, spiritual self-care: __________

Career and Professional:

____ Take breaks
____ Prioritize tasks for completion
____ Ask for assistance, get information when needed, learn 
____ Arrange work space for comfort and efficiency
____ Leave time before and after tasks/appointments for paperwork, personal needs, and to prepare 
____ Find supportive peers
____ Allow uninterrupted time to complete some tasks
____ Positively reframe my view of delays and schedule changes (i.e., he’s late, I have 5 extra minutes!)
____ Praise myself for a job well done
____ Let go of irritation over rules I cannot change (acceptance)
____ Recognize the need for boundaries and set limits with co-workers to support my work 

Total Score, career and professional: _________

Overall Total of all areas:  __________________

There are 33 possible points in each area, for a total overall possible score of 132 points. Jot down your thoughts in answer to the following questions:

What areas do you need to work on the most? 

What are some ways you can do better? For instance, if you don’t laugh enough, what is one concrete step you can take to improve that? Jot ideas down here, or next to items needing most attention.

When you think of those areas where you are not taking good care of yourself, consider your thoughts about them. Sometimes, our inner dialogue holds answers that can help us change attitudes to better support ourselves.

In what areas are you doing the best at taking care of yourself? Why are these areas easiest when it comes to self-care? 
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What other ways might you take better care of yourself? In stressful life periods, taking care of ourselves is often the last thing on the list (or not on the list at all!). But that’s when we need to take kind care of ourselves even more, to combat the deleterious effects of stress. Take a few moments to reflect, and come up with a few ideas. Being kind to yourself is part of balance and joy. 

Balance and Joy Life Coaching with Sheri McGregor (www.balanceandjoy.com)







